1. INSTALL WEATHER RESISTANT BARRIER (W.R.B.)

2. CUT W.R.B. PER LOCATION AND DIMENSIONS SHOWN
1. Fold W.R.B. inside at sides and sill and secure.

2. Leave bottom corners loose to allow for SillDry Pan to slide underneath.

- Fold W.R.B. inside of opening and secure.

- Exposed wood sill.
1. Slide SillDry Pan under both sides of W.R.B. at each sill corner.

2. Secure side A first then stretch side B and secure.

Tape W.R.B. to bottom of SillDry Pan as shown on both sides.
1. APPLY A CONTINUOUS BEAD OF HIGH GRADE SILICONE AROUND TOP AND 2 LEGS OF WINDOW FLANGE

2. INSTALL WINDOW AND SECURE ON ALL SIDES EXCEPT FOR BOTTOM FLANGE (NEVER SECURE THROUGH ACCORDION SECTIONS)